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Bodies & Places: Affection
In our current world, so tangled up with virtuality and technology, something perseveres,
something opaque, indecipherable, irreducible to calculation although always present. We call it
Body in computing language. Mortal, sensitive flesh, thoughtful flesh. Without purity and without
truth. The Body is also pierced by virtuality and technology: I cannot think now about my body
without thinking about a stuck-on image, almost indistinguishable from the flesh. However, this is
not the road to any utopia, on the contrary. For this reason, so many light fantasies of a supposed
technological liberation would like to abolish the body, because of its weight. The series Double
Self-portrait (2017) accounts for this. Sometimes, the images goes inside such as in the video
installation Irene (2017), and old-contemporary reinvention of the body being attached to an image
itself. Bodies create bodies by affection: to feel and to attract, an exchange of energies. Bodies
transform one another and they can also transform trees, mutating as in The Olive Tree (2011).
Other times, bodies impersonate the place, creating it. In 2031/2111 (2011), the people from
Ayerbe clearly tell us she will continue to wear high heels. Others imagine it old, like their own
flesh. The body of the place is political, but as in weight and question, not as an easy shortcut –
correctness and hedonism. This is its grandeur, its endless fascination.
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